Social Justice & Social Policy Minor

The concern with social justice speaks to the core educational commitments of Brandeis. This program does not seek to promote a particular ideological agenda, but rather to spark creative thinking about complex social problems. It carries the search for norms and principles into the wider arena of practical experience. By providing models for critical reflection, it challenges students to articulate their own value commitments in a spirit of constructive debate.

The requirements for this minor include: a core class, four elective courses, and either an internship or one of the specified equivalent courses.

Why be an SJSP minor?

Being a Social Justice and Social Policy (SJSP) minor means drawing on our experiences and knowledge to critically explore the world's social problems. It means opening our minds beyond what we know and taking in other perspectives to do so. By being an SJSP minor, you gain a better understanding of the problems facing our world, what effects these problems, and what we can do to combat them.

To learn more about SJSP:
http://www.brandeis.edu/programs/sjsp
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stimell@brandeis.edu

Program Administrator ~ Lauren Jordahl
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